
 

 

PANEL – Broadening the epistemic agenda: equity and 

diversity in global circuits of knowledge 
 

00:20:51 CGHE Annual Conference: Welcome back for the final session of day one everyone! 

A reminder on housekeeping for conference sessions. All sessions are being recorded and 

will be posted online later this week, as will all slides and a transcript of the chat function 

conversation. Please keep yourself muted unless you have been asked to speak or ask a 

question. 

00:20:59 CGHE Annual Conference: To ask a question, use the chat function and write out 

the question you wish to ask. At the end of the presentation, if your question is selected by 

the Chair you will be invited to ask it yourself directly. When invited to ask a question, 

please unmute yourself, switch on your video, and state your name and where you are 

from. 

00:31:45 Alis Oancea: Please post comments or questions in the chat at any point during the 

talks - I will keep an eye on the chat and invite you to contribute live after all the panellists 

have made their opening statements 

00:36:36 Altaf Qadeer: Great ideas! Perhaps time to protect many forms of 

environment...…. Question is   How to bring the multiple dimensions of various forms of 

environments (e.g., cognitive environment, social environment, physical environment, 

languages environments) in the university works to make a global impact (also thinking of 

meta collective intelligence). cognitive-net, social-net, internet. 

00:56:46 Victoria: Congratulations for this excellent session! How to reform the academic 

norms assuming dominant knowledge in current culture of diversity? 

00:56:52 Zoom user: Great presentation. The current domination of knowledge influence 

the organic knowledge particularly low economy countries that is sometimes deemed 

marginal/unworthy. It influences domestic policies, development agenda and practices of 

these countries. Many times, the outcome is they are not practical, irrelevant with local 



context, time consuming and high expenditure. One of the reasons, perhaps the root of it is 

the dominated knowledge fails to integrate to local social and cultural values. 

01:01:08 Pete Leihy: Really important to get more well-thought-out ideas in action, both by 

more visibility and more public engagement.  Thank you. 

01:06:01 Soyoung Lee: Many thanks to fascinating presenters! I’m particularly intrigued by 

Xin’s pinpointing of structure, knowledge, and agents in the global research system. Can you 

please elaborate/summarise your perspectives about the inter-relationships between these 

three aspects? E.g. what do you suggest is the role of knowledge is in between the widely 

discussed structure-agency pair? 

01:15:53 Angela Tavares de Jesus: Thank you so much Fernanda and Craig. 

01:19:58 Altaf Qadeer: I appreciate your response. Thanks. Please click on: 

cognitivenet.wordpress.com (some ideas from various perspectives that can open doors) 

01:20:32 Victoria: Thank you! 

01:21:49 Leandro Rodriguez-Medina: Another great session! Congratulations to all 

participants and organizers! 

01:23:19 Pernille Fraser: Pertinent useful presentations. 

01:23:54 Sylvie Lomer (she / her): This was a fascinating session, thank you all so much! 

01:24:14 CGHE Annual Conference: Thank you for joining us today. We will be back at 

9.00am (UK) tomorrow morning with the conference welcome and then at 9.10am (UK) will 

be another keynote and the 2022 Burton R. Clark Lecture on Higher Education – 'Sagas of 

contemporary higher education: foreground and hinterland’ from Peter Scott. Everything 

you need to join is on the conference website: https://www.cgheconference2022.com/  

01:24:28 Altaf Qadeer: one idea for science education is...….starting research journals for 

children, in simple form, pictures, less complicated math, connecting science among the 

various generations. 

01:24:55 Maria Tatto: Thank you very much for holding this open conference and for the 

very thoughtful presentations!!! 

01:26:10 Abir Doukani: Thank you for the fruitful session. Quick question, are participants 

going to be given certificates of attendance? Once again, thank you all! s 

01:27:05 Vinh Nguyen: Thank you very much for holding this conference with wonderful 

presentations. See you tomorrow! 
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